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This final project is Making Video Prototype of Jember Gadget Museum. 

It aims to give information to public about new innovation of tourism especially 

in artificial tourism which is museum technology. The consideration making final 

project video is to give the information about the prototype more entertaining with 

animation in it. In addition another consideration is Indonesia have potential 

tourism in artificial tourism especially in technology and history so, this prototype 

writer hope could be realized then after that could attract foreign tourist to come 

and could be increasing the economic sector in tourism. The writer make video 

prototype is to make the information that will deliver is more attractive with 

animation, music and cinematic.  

In making this final project there are steps used by the writer there were 

three steps such as pre – production, production and post – production. In pre – 

production writer determining the concept of the video, making script, making 

storboard and decided the tools. In production writer made the video using 

doratoon and sketchup also designing the building of the museum. Last in post – 

production writer edited the video and publishing the video. The video also used 

English dubbing with subtitle in Bahasa Indonesia. 

In finishing final project writer faced several obstacles while designed the 

building of the museum and making the video. Writer while designed the museum 

does not know how to design because writer really new of it. In edited the video 

writer does not know how to operate the editing video software. Dealing with 

several problems while finishing this final project, writer benefited to learn about 

computer skills in editing the video. 


